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Introduction 

The problem of the relat1anahip between problem. solYing abil

ity md intelligence, though not extensiftly mentioned in the 

literature, is an 1mport.ant and vital topic for psychology'. The 

present thesis represents an initial attempt to understand more about 

this relationship. The present study is similar in S01ll8 parts to 

others that have appeared in the literature in the past. The JDajor 

exception to this similarity is the use of a new technique tor study'-

1ng the processes involved in problem. solving that have been developed 

by H. J. A. Rimoldi and associates at the Loyola Psyeh01ll&tr1c Labor

atory, Loyola University, Chicago, nllnois. 

As one reads this thesis he will probably be disappointed to 

find that it asks more questions than it answers. This is not neces

sarily a sign of failure for it does point the way to a number of 

truittul ideas tor possible fUture research. This ability to provoke 

questions seems to be a constant companion of the method used to study 

the processes since not only has it led to significant findings br·t it 

has also opened new avermea or approach with each new application.. The 

bibliography at the end of this thesis is actually a vert exciting 

history of a scientific tool and it's evolution trom a gem or an idee 

to a valuable tool for research on mental testing. Even the method of 

acor1ng the problems in tel'BlB of process that has developed alang with 

1. 



this technique, has been improved from publication to publication. In 

the .first few studies, 1;there the diagnostic processes used in medicine 

were the subject of the research, a method based on group perforr.umce 

and the popularity of the individual questions was used. Later on, wha'!'). 

methods were developed which a.l1owed the experimenter to control the con

tent and the structure of the probleras, scoring was based on an apriori 

analysis of the logical relationships that the experimenter had ruil t 

2 

into the problem.. This latter method had the advantage of OOiIiE based on 

the logical structure of the problems rather than on the responses of the 

group taking the test. It also allowed the experimenter to be a'Ws:l'C of 

the inherent difficulty of the problems and the most logical approach that 

could be used in solVing th.em even before the research was begun. 

Other methods of scoring and other types of pro'blelns than those 

that will be seen in this thesis have been developed and applied in dif

ferent W8¥!h It should not be assumed that because they do not appear 

here tlmt they are in any way inferior or not applicable to this probleue 

They do not appear because there has been a conscious effort 011 the part 

of' the present author to llmi t this pape:r in order that it be kept to a 

reasonable length. 

The important attribute of this rlethod of analyzing problem 

solving which we have llentioned is that while it does give the person 

testing, the information available from other more conl.1llOn forr:lS of tests, 

e.g., right and wrong answer or solution, it also gives a.dditiop& 

infoTua.tion. This addi tionaJ.. information concerns the process or the 



tactic used by the subject in reaching his end-product or solution. In 

gemeral those processes that ere in agl"eement Hith the logical strllcture 

of the problem lead to correct solutions while those processes which 

depart from the logical structure lead to incorrect solutions. This 

however is not the full story. These tactics indicate the ability of the 

subject to plan his a.ttack, and his ability to change when one line of 

attack appears inappropriate. It allOYs us to have some insight into the 

versatility of the subjects. 

It should not be inferred tram the language used in this study 

that the processes per se, of the subjects, are the direct object of the 

study. What is being studied is a manifestation of the thought processes 

involved in solving the problem as represented in the overt process of 

selecting questions vhich give inf'oxmation germ.aine to the problem. 

While this is not a study of the thought process itself it is much closer 

than m.ethods which infer th.e oharacteristics of the respOl'.se using merely 

tho solution of the problem~ It is also a gain in objectivity over 

methods such as introspection and "thinldng aloud Q, since tho interpreta

tion of these latter methods is necessarilY subjeotive and qualitative 

whUe the interpretation of the present method is to a great extent 

objective and its scoring techniques are quantitative. 



Review of Related Literature 

The classical monograph by Dunoker (7) represents one ot the first 

important attempts to study the processes involved in solving problems. 

He had his subjects think out loud while they were solving problems, and 

thus he could check the quality of their tactics. Bloom and Broder (1) 

using this thinking out loud teohnique, correlated the quality of their 

subjects' tactics in solving problems with tests of aptitude and aohieve

ment. It can be seen that the study by m.oom and Broder will be similar 

in sCIIle respects to the study presented in this thesis. The primary point 

of difference is that the technique for studying the taotios the subjeots 

used is the one that has been brie1'1y discussed in the Introduction. 

The teohnique used by Bryan (3) and by Glaser, Damrin and Gardner 

(8) is very similar to the present one but it's application rras primarily 

to the analysis of troubleshooting ability in electronics. It should also 

be said that this technique was developed a.s much as a training aid, as it 

was for a teat. The authors suggest that any type of diagnostic 8i t

uation could be covered by the technique 'Whioh they call the "tab-item" 

technique.. Th~ methon developed by Rimoldi and associates at Loyola 

Un1versity, Chicago, nllnois, has found applioation in m8D7 different 

areas outside of diagnostios where it vas originally developed. Some of 

these applications will be mentioned below. Another major differenoe be

tween the lltab-item" technique and the method deye10ped by Rinoldi and 



associates is that in the former the answer is made by way of choosing the 

correct answer from a number of possible answers. In other words, after 

the subject had received the answer to a few of the items, he could guess 

which component was faulty, and lift the tab over this component and re

ceive his answer. In the Rimoldi technique the answer must be constructed 

by the subject fram the information obtained.in the form of answers to the 

questions that the subject asks. In other words there is little chance 

for the subject to guess. 

The present technique wa.sfirst developed as a meas'I..ll'8Illent and re

search device in connection with the skills involved in the medical clinical 

diagnostic process. The development and applications of the technique in 

this fcmn are reported in a number of articles ($, 6, 10, 14, 1" 19, 22, 

24, 25, 26). It has also been used to study personality appraisal in terms 

of process by Gunn (9). Rimo1di presented papers in which he made the in

itial applications to the study of processes involved in cOOlplex reasoning 

and problem solving (11, 12, 13, 18, 20, 23). Rimoldi and N:ajewska (21) 

presented a research proposal for the study of decision processes involved 

in mathematical thinking. Rimoldi and Devane (16) and Rimoldi, Fogliatto, 

Haley, Reyes, Erdmann, and Zacharia have presented research related to the 

training ot problem solving ability, using this technique. Tabor haa pre

sented research on the processes involved in the interpretation of the 

Rorschach using this technique (29). 
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Procedure 

A. P\!rpose 

The immediate purpose of this thesis is to characterizp. t.he pra

bl_ solving processes of a group of individuals who have high scholastic 

aptitudes, and a group of individuals nho have low scholastic aptitudes, 

as measured by the Dj.fferential Aptitu.de Test. [rOil! these analyses the 

chara.,terization of mental processes in relation to aptitude should he 

highlighted, This represents an advance over other techniques ",Moh have 

been used in the past, llhlch hnve bG~n anchored in the end-solution, and 

were unable to characterize the processes involved in reaching it. The 

two sub-scales, abstract and verbtll, of the Differential :\pt:l.tude Test, 

viI1 be analyzad to see it the diffarer4ce between the two groups, in 

terms of them, is also s:tgn1ficant. Other tests which fall into this 

general category of aptitude teats will be noticed also for a further 

characterization of the high and the low groups. These latter tests ware 

administered as pre-tests to these subjects as part of a larger proj~ct. 

B. Population: Description of Sample 

Two Chicago-area Catholic high sohools were chosen as the site 

tor the work which provided the material for this thesis. One of th"3se 

schools ims on the north side of the city lmile the other was on t.he 

south side. The entire junior class of each school was tested on the 

pre-test devices, and the data from the nlinois Statewide Testing Pro

gram were made available by the schools. The differential a.ptitude test 

6 



was included in the Illinois Statevride High School Testing program 

battery. From a total population of 5.32, for 'Which this battery of 

tests was available, the upper ten per cent and the lower ten per cent 

were selected in terms of their raw scores on the Differential Aptitude 

Test. The Illinois Statewide High School Testing Program battery was 

administered to all the students at each school at the saile time as a 

group by the schools thaIilse1ves, so the conditions under 'Which the test 

was taken were roug,hly the same for all students. 

7 

This selection yielded ninety-two subjeots; 45 in the upper group, 

and 47 in the 101rler group. Since the experiment lasted for more than a 

year, and there were a number of students who dropped out of school in 

this time, coupled \-lith the fact that absences could not; be controlled, 

the XlUlllber of students tald.ng any part1ou1ar problen m~ very considerably. 

The mean soore for the upper group on the Differential Aptitude Test was 

85.47 'While the corresponding score for the lower group was .39.59. The 

standard deviation on this test for the entire class 'Was 1.3.00, and the 

DeaD score for the entire class was 6).26. The upper group was 22.00 

points above the olass mean l/hile the lwer group was 23.67 belOlr1 the 

entire olass mean. 

The Differential Aptitude Test has two sub-soales; verbal and 

abstract reasoning. It can be seen from the follow'ing that the cha:r

acterization by the totaJ. test is in agreenent 'Wi til the characterization 

by the sub-scales. The n9an for the upper group on the verbal sub-scale 



8 
was 40.71 while the nean fOl< the lower gt'0'Up on this test was 15.45. 'l11.G 

meaD for the total group for this sub-seale was ;.~6.68. The abstract sub-seale 

yielded a mean of 44.76 for the higher group, and a nean score of 24.15 for the 

lower group. The noan for this total group for the sub-scale vas .36.58. 

In the pre-testing session the Ravens Progressive rla.trices and the 

Sequential Tests of Educational Progress (STEP), Hathematics, were administered 

to th.e subjects. The scores on these tests weJ.~e in general agrea'J.!lent wi"ch the 

scores on the Differential Aptitude Test. T'ne mean for the lower group on the 

Ravens test was 48.12 while the mean for the upper group was 55.61. This ~~83' 

seem to be a small difference irl this case but the standard deviation of tr.is 

test was only 4.Z7 for the total gl:'OUp. The popula.tion lllean for tlus test wc.s 

51.50. The mean for the upper grou.p on the ST.E:P test '\.vas 38.71 while the nean 

for the lowa" group w-as 20.21. The mean for the total group on this test was 

28 • .;36. 

I t can be seen from the above that the upper end the lower groups 

are characterized as high and 10'lJ, as groups, by a:zw of the tests that \/eI"e 

administered. The data discussed in the foregoing paragraphs are SUTJ1!larized 

in Table I below. 

e Description of the Problems Used 

~Jhen this type of research was first initiated at the Loyola 

Psychometric Laborator,y it was in reg~d to skills in loodical diagnosis. f...ft,er 

five years of research on this type of probler.l the basic method vas altered to 

fi t m.any other si tuatiollS as described briefly in the review of related 

literature that appears at the beginning of this thesis.. In the beginning 

problems were made up f:rom real life e,.·mr:tples and had no other fOrlJ.a.l proper

ties than the fact that they "tlere all problems of sHch a nature that they 



Table .! 

Total Total Total Upper Upper Upper Lower Lower Lower t p 
N K S N K S • K S 

DAT 465 63.26 13.08 45 85.47 3.34 47 39.59 7.63 36.691 .001 

Verbal 465 26.68 8.06 45 40.71 3.15 47 15.45 4.74 18.17.3 .001 

Abstract 465 36.58 7.(J'/ 45 44.76 2.48 47 24.15 8.90 24.213 .001 

Ravens 502 51.50 4.27 45 55.61 2.51 43 48.12 4.78 8.990 .001 

STEP 500 28.36 6.85 45 38.71 6.12 42 22.14 5.15 13.389 .001 
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could be solved by asking questions about the problems to gain ini'orl':lation 

tha.t vould enable the subject to solve the problsn.; in this case to reach a 

diagnosis. 

In the last year a method has been developed which permits the 

experimenter to a.priori build into his problems any type of relationship he 

\-J1shes and to vary the complexity and t.he abstractness of the problems at "Jill. 

This is done by developing what has been celled schema, and building the 

problems on the logical relationships contained in them. lIn example of the 

type of schemata that have been developed 'Would be those that have been cilled 

"tree type schemata. It In Figure 1, an example of this type of schemata is 

presented. 

Figure 1 

Example of a "':free Type Schemata" 

The letters could represent anything the experimenter wished, and 

could be presen.ted in language of different degrees of abstractness. ll.n 

example of a concrete problem. blilt on this schemata 'Would be to let C 

stand for a dance committee at a high school.. The B could stand for the 

boys on this committee, wld the G could stand far the girls that are on 

this committee. The T could be used far those wo ,!ere responsbile for 

th.e selling of the tickets, and the Ii could be used for those that are 

handling the sale of the refreshments. We could then vary the amo'Wlt. of 
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information available to the subject and ask him to find out the number of 

individuals in one of the groups. The difficulty of the problem. can be in

creased both by increasing the number of the relationships used and by 

which position in the schemata we ask the subject to identify. Another 

method whereby the difficulty can be controlled is by the information we 

make &vaUable to the subject in terms of the questions, both their content 

and the way in which they are worded. An example of how we would present 

this problem to a subject 'WOuld be to ask him how many girls were selling 

tickets. By excluding the possibility of asldng some questions, especially 

the direct question, it would be easy to describe the bert logical. attack 

that could be used to solve this problem a. priori. Problems ot the "Att 

denotation in this thesis are concrete problems built in 3 !U8.l1ner a1milar 

to this. In the second degree of abstraction with this same schemata as a 

basis \18 could let letters stand tor the different positions, but still 

present the subject with answers that were numbers, In this case we 

would let the letters stand for themselves in the example shown in Figure 1. 

Problems of the "B" category in this thesis are problems built in a manner 

similar to this. If we wanted to make the problems even more abstract we 

could present the answers as numbers in the above example, but present 'the 

questions in the form of negatives. For example we could phrase the 

questions as to how many are not-g' s and how many are nnt-t',8, Problems 

of the "C" category in this thesis are constructed in this manner. In the 

final degree of abstraction that appears in this thesis we could present 



the questions and the answers in teru ot letters 80 that the solution 

would be a letter or a series of letters. The ordinary rules of algebra 

would apply to the manipulation ot these letters. Problems of the "DR 

category are construeted in this manner. 

It can easily be seen that the number of the relationships and 

their complexity can be varied depending on the type of schemata developed 

in the initial stages of problem construction. It can also be seen that 

the schemata ean be developed to fit the other types of relationships which 

would be desired in this type of context. The problems for these schemata 

could be developed in much the same way as the ones presented above. This 

method of constructing problems has been discussed by Rimoldi, et a1., else

where (28) at length and the interested leader is directed to that source. 

The ~sentation of the problem to the subject is done by print-

ing the problem and the questions on separate three by fi VEl index cards. 

The problem itself' is presented on the first card (s) and the q,uestions are 

presented each on a separate eard on the cards following the first. The 

answers appear on the back of the index cards along with a repetition of the 

questions, so the subject, after asldng the question, does not have to refer 

back to the other side in order to remember the question. In order to ask 

a question. the subject merely turns the card over and places it to the side 

so that he may refer back to the information contained at later stages in 

the solution of the problem. Questions which are irrelevant to the problem 

or are at best useless are presented along with the other questions which 

are germaine to the solution of the problem. It should be noted at this 

point that once a subject chooses a particular mode of attaok, all questions" 



even though they may oontain useful inf'om.at1on 1f the problem were 

attacked in a different manner, oan now be considered as useless to the 

subjeot. That is to SB1 that it a subjeot begins to find the number of 

people in a oertain point in the "tree-type" schemata he may either find 

the number of objeots in the total group and attempt to eliminate all others 

or he may go about it by determining how many are in a sub-group and proceed 

to add up those oases until he has the solution. It oan be seen that once 

he starts in either of these direotiona, to stop and go along another would 

be wasteM. 

The subject is presented the index cards in a deck with the problem 

appearing as the first card and the questions presented on the follOldng 

cards. The subject is instructed to read the problem carefully and then to 

read all the questions. After reading all the questions he i8 to pick the 

question that he wants answered f:1:rst, and then tum over tb.e card on whioh 

it is printed and read the answer. He then repeats this operation until he 

feels he has enough information to offer the solution to the problem. 

D. Scoring Methods 

A number of scoring methods were used in this the siB • They are de

scribed at greater length elsewhere (28). The basic rationale and pro

oedures for each method will be given here but for a fuller analysis the 

reader is directed to the above aource. The specific SCoring methods used 

in this thesis were: <a> number of questions asked, (b) oorreot answers to 

problema, both for the group on each problem and for the average number of 

correct solutions on all the problems for eaoh group, (c) schemata nOftls, 



(d) plateaux, or number of questions which had no value in the positi<m they 

were asked or were irrelevant to the solution of the problem, (e) convex 

sets. A description of each method will be found below. 

(a) lumber of questions asked 

Since the properties ot each problem are known it can be calcula

ted. in advance how many questions are needed to solve the problem. Once this 

is known anyone exceeding this number has either asked irrelevant questions 

or has not realized that he has enough information to otter a solution to the 

problem. This should then provide a sensitive index as to whether the sub

jects have proceeded at an efficient rate or not. It would tollow from this 

that the poor problem. solvers, being less efficient and perhaps not proceed

ing in the best logical manner as dictated by the properties of the problem, 

would require more questions to solve the problem than would the good pro

blem solvers. The mean number ot questions for each group on any given 

problem should then be an index of vb1ch group is more efficient at problem 

solving. 

(b) Correct Solutions 

This is the customary method of scoring i tams in a test and if 

problem solving ability using the present technique is scored in this manner 

we have thesirrd.lar information to that which is yielded by more conventional 

teats. Indeed the i tams on most intelligence tests are s:imilar to these pro

blems in matlY' cases except that they are of shorter l~ngth, contain all the 

information in the presentation of the problem, and are quite often of the 

mul tiple-cho1oe variety. We would expect that people who were low in intel

ligence I in this case in scholastic aptitude, would not get as many problems 
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correct as those who were high in intelligence, if' problem solving and 

intelligence are as highly related as we have clai.'lned. We would also ~

pect that any part.icular problem. in the battery would be solved correctly 

more orten by the group high in intelligence than by the group which is low 

in intelligence. 

( c) Schemata Norms 

The foregoing methods of' scoring the problems are useful but 

they do not take into consideration the order in which the questions are 

asked by the subject. In earlier applications of this technique the total 

nwaber ot times a question was asked by a group, i.e., its popularity, was 

used as an indicator of the value ot that. question tor the solution of' the 

problem. The value assigned to this popularity was called the question's 

utility index. This method was especially useful in testing medical diag

nostic skill where questions cannot be judged on any qualitative basis tar 

their ability to contribute to the solution of the problem in m.any cases. 

In this case the solution to the problem would be a diagnosis. This was the 

primary method mtil the developnent of schemata to build problems upon was 

ueed. 'the developnent of problems based m sohemata where the logical re

lationships were known by the experimenter and indeed were under his c.<m.tro1 

aUcnred nOl'lllS to be developed which were baaed on the problems themselves. 

It can easily be seen that a SCoring method based on the inherent difficulty 

ot the problem and its logical relationships 1s tar superior to tm:y that 

depend on the performance ot the group which will vary1n quality depending 

on the grcup under consideration. This allows tor oross group compat"isons 



-
to be made against SOlIe norm which is not dependent on the groups under 

consideration • 

In a problem of the ''tree type", described earlier in this thesis, 

the lmowledge of the relationships allows us to determine the oorrect order 

in whioh the questions should be asked and what questions are necessary and 

suftieient for the solution of the problem. As an example of this the re

lationships inherent in a sample schemata are presented in Figure 2. 

Figure 2* 

Example of Relationships 

In a l'Tree Type"8chemata 

.. A indicates first ortier, B second, and C third. 

In the example presented in Figure 2, question one should be asked 

t1rst in all the tactics. Question me may be followed by any of the other 

questions but the choice of the second question detemines what the third 

must be. If question two is asked in the seeond position then question four 

must tollow; it question tour, then question two,; V· question three then 

question five, and if question tive then question three. The four possible 

tactics that oan be used in this example are presented in ~ form in 

Table II belove 

There are a number of ways these questions could be assigned weights 

and onlY' the method of scoring employed in this thesis is explained here. 
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Anyone interested in further weighting techniques should consult Himoldi, et 

Dl., (28). Hather than to assign an aq~lal weight to all of the possible 

responses it 'Was decided to weight each response ir.la.smuch as it 'Was a pro

portion of the total number ot possible responses in all the tactics. In tho 

case listed. there are tltle1vc possible responses considering both the question 

and the order in which it !lla3' be asked. To ma.ke the exarilple more Ileaningfu.1 

in terms of the types of problerllS actually used in t.his thesis, Msune that 

the:re are ten questions in the example probloc1 wld that the remaining 

questions, e.g., questions six through ten, are all questions 'Which are irrele

vant to the solution of the problem. The next step is to arbitr1:1rily impose 

the value of one for the total number of entries in the table. Next add up 

the total number of times any Given response appears in a given order and 

divide this by the total lJ.U;ilber of possible tactics. In the example a.bove, 

question one appeared in the first pOsition four ti:mes and divided by the 

total possible number of tactics, four, a. va.lue of 1.00 is obtained. Dividing 

this reaul t by the total number of questions in the problGl\'l, a '\-:eig11t of .10 

is obtained for the first question in this position. Since the other questions 

will have a weight of .50 in a.ny column, yet, since they can appear in either 

arder, they end up 'With a vei~t of .025. 

Tah1e 11* 

Possible Tactics in t,he Example SChetlata Problem. 

T !Go 9JasJ4o!l§ • TO ACJAA 
1 2 J 4 , 

a 1 2 .3 
b 1 .3 .3 
c 1 2 .3 
Ii 1 J 2 

* (The entries represent order of choice) 



If a subject asked four questions on our s8t1ple problem; olle, throe, 

five, and eight, in that order, he 'l-Jould be scored as follow: he \lould 

receive a. value of .100+.025~025+-.000+or a total of .150. It can be seen 

that this can be scored as a cumulative value and that an indivIdual per

formance curve which is representative of the agreement \rlth, or the depart

ure ft"O!Jl the sc!le.matn norma for the pl'oblell1 under consideration, can. be 

draw. This type of analysis has been made in other publicatioI:lS but has not 

been attam.pted here (16, 28). It can wo be seen that the curve obtained 

from. this type of cumulation is an observed value score. If each observed 

score is corrected by the amoun:t , it is expected by chance alone, the 

reS'ultirJg curve is called t.he Observed minus the Ex.pected. Thetheore-'dcal 

values for a question being asked in aD¥ given position as 0. i'une"UOl1 of 

the total nuraber of questions possible is given in a paper by R.im.oldi and 

Georgas (17). The mi:lOUllt of separation that occurs betwen the two lines 

is also an illdication of t.he qll.slity of the process that the subject has 

used in attClilpting to solve the problem. 

(d) Plateaux 

It can be seen trom the foregoing section that some of the questions 

asked by the subjoct In.ay have a zero value for this type of sCOl~ing system 

\/here irreleva..l1.t questions are used and the position in which the question 

is aaked are taken into consideration. Since the l'lUIllber of these zero re

sponses is an indication of the quality of the prooess itself, an analysis 

in terms of theI:l r.dght prove useful. In this thesis the zero resporzses 
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are referred to as plateaux. The.mean number of leo questions asked by 

each subject for each group on each problem i8 an indication of the number 

of valueless or irrele .... ant questions that each subject in a given group 

aske0 on 311 problem. This: is referred to as the mean length of plateaux 

in this thesis. The proportion of the total number of responses that are 

valueless on any given problem for each group can also be calculated. 

This will ba an indication of the amount of the subjects f total. responses 

in the group that are contributory to the problem and those that are not. 

This score is also given in t he section on results .for each group and for 

each problem. 

It should be 8luphasized that zero responses car:. be obtained by 

either askini? questi():'s which are irrelevant to the problem or by asking 

questions in a sequence which doas not agree with the schemata noms. This 

could occur :in two ways, €:t.tiler the s:ubject could merely ask a question 

that has value in another poSition or &1other sequence or he could begin a 

sequence only <lfter asking irrelevant questions. In this seoond case the 

questions although in the proper order would not be in the proper position 

since they would have been forced back a number of pon tiona equal to the 

number of irrelevant questions that were chosen. 

<e) Convex Sets 

If the two points, t.he observed (0) and the observed minus the ex

pected (O.E) are plotted for the final cumulative value tor a subject, we 

find that we can plot these points on a graph such that the quall ty of his 

process is indioated by his position on the graph. this can be done for 

all the subjects in each gn>up and by having points represent one group 
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and crosses represent the other group, we can m.ake cC4!1p8Xisons of the two 

croups in regard to where their meI!100rs appear on the graph. This graph is 

constructed so that the values on the abcissa represent the 0 values while 

the values on the ordinate repres~nt the o-E values. Thos!:.: subjects in the 

upper right-hand corner will be those whose process is in closest agreement 

with the scheraata norms 'While those in the lef't lower corner will be those 

subjeots 'Whose pertorrnance departs the most from the schemata nonas. Any 

point in bewoon these extremes will indicate more or less agreement with 

the schemata norms aocord1ng to its position. The naxinnllll and the mixdrrtlll'll 

scores for each group can be connected with a line ",Meh will shO\rl tho 

boundaries for the two groups. The emount of COElll'!lOIl space shared betvreen 

the tvo resultant figures so constructed indicates the types of processes 

'Which were common to the tw groups while the space not shared indicates 

those processes which were unique to one group_ 



RESULTS 

A. .'Umber of Problems Correctly Solved. 

The upper group had tbirty-eight subjects who completed all the 

problems. The lowr group had t~"etlty ... eight who completed all ~he problems. 

The difference between the namber of co:mpletions for the tlOtl groups ~as due 

ma.i.nly to absences on the day of testing. The thirty .. e:tg...'lt s'Ubje:C-::3 in the 

upper group solved a total of 288 problems of those administered \ihilc the 

lower group solved 136. The total number of possible solutions for the 

upper group VclS 3142 while the corresponding number for the lower ~up was 

2~2. The mean number of problom.& solved oorreotly :per subject in the upper 

group was 7.'?79. Th3 oorresponding figure for the lower group lm,s 4.657. 

These means were found to be sigrd.ficantly different at greater than the 

.01. level. 

The number or subjeots who solved eaC'1 problem eorrec'tly was a180 

analyzed. and a chi square test was performed em the oorreot and the in

con-ect solutions tor each group for each problem. 'Phe result of the chi 

square analysis is sho'Wn in Table III. It can be seen that tor all the pro

blems where there was a. proportion large enough that a chi....square could be 

1"'Wl, the difference between the two groups is signifieant at either the .01 

level or the .001 level in each case. The differences between the lL .. w.ber 

of correct and incorrect solutions for problems Nos. 418, 39A, 4lA, and 

43:8 were not significant according t,l') Fisher'" Exact Probabil1V. 
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It can be seen from the foregoing that some of the tests were able to dif. 

ferentiate between the two groups while others could not. It is suggested 

that it an item analysis were made on the items of the Differential Apti

tude Test the results would also indioate that there were items whioh were 

answered correotly by a large number of both groups. 

Table In 

Chi-Squa;re .Ana:b'sis of Correct and Incorrect 

SolutionS* 

.39A 

17.6,*,** 18.()()H4 27.90*** .138tHH 

hlA 43A 43B 

8.22** U.1.6*** .107**** .123**** 

* Chi-equare values COZTected tor _all sample. 

** S1~cant at greater than the .01 level 

***8ign.1.ficant at greater than the .OOllevel 

****"ot aignif'icant-F1sher I s Exact Probabil1tr 

It can be seen .trOll 'lable IV that V81"'1 few ot the subjects were un

able to solve the problems that are not s1grd.f'1cant in Table III. This would 

lead one to hn>othea1se that 1ihese problems were too easy tor this group ot 

subjects and therefore did not discriminate between the t_ gt"ollps. The 

nwaber ot correct solutions for each group and number of inCorrect solutions 

tor each group Is presented in Table IV. It can be seen from this Tlble 

that even the number ot completions for each group on any give problem 1s 

qui 'be d1tterent. 
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It would seem fran the foregoing that any analysis of right and 

wrong answers is ill agreement tdth the D1££erential. Aptitude Test, at least 

at the group level. That is to say that the high group is charaoterized by 

high scores on both tests and tbe.t the low group is chro:acterized by low 

scores on both tests. In both cases the upper group is superior to the 

lower group and in both cases this difference is highly significant. 

Table IV 

Number of Correct and Incorrect Solutions 

Upper 

LOYer 

Upper 

Lower 

35A 

... * -It 
39 2 

26 11 

39B 

+ -
35 6 

18 17 

35B 

'" 
24 18 

4 35 

411.. 

.. 
33 9 

13 21 

.. '" oorrect, -:::incorrect 

B tfumber of Questions 

350 35D 39A 

of - .. .. 
3210 31 10 4D 2 

825 3 30 '29 5 

4:311. 43B 

... - .. 
42 0 41 1 

:;6 3 30 4 

The analysis of the data by this method was disappointing in light of 

the last analysis if it is difference betwen the two groups that ue ore 

looking for. There seerr.s to be no systematic di££ere..71ce between the two 

groups by th.i..s type of analysis. Table V indica.tes the JJle!Ul nun.her of 

Eplestions asked by the upper group and the lower group for ea.eh problem. 

It oan be seen that the differences in these means are slight and that seven 
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are in favor ot the upper group 1Ih11e three are in tavor ot the lower group. 

The only probl_ which showed a significant d11"terence was 4.3B. The present 

data would Hem to indicate that tor separating high and low scholastic 

apt! tudes such as are measured by the Ditterential Apt! tude Test I some 

seoring method other than the one discussed in this section would perhaps 

:r.teld results more in line With what would be desired. This method has 

shOWft in the past to be an indicator of the etticiency of the subject's 

apprcach but to have very little relationShip to the quality of his tactic 

or to the rightness or Wl"on.tCless ot his solution. 

Table V 

Mean Humber of Questions tor 

Both Groups on Each Problem 

3SA 3SB 3,0 3SD 4U 43A 43B1t .39' 39B 

Upper ,.41 ,.81 ,.16 ,.22 ,.33 ,.48 ,.19 5.40 ,.38 

Lower ,.67 ,.18 ,.67 5.54 ,.00 ,.54 6.74 ,.91 ,.83 

* The dUterenoe on this problel was significant at the .001 level. All 

others were not sif,nificant. 

o Plateaux: AnalySis of Valueless Questions 

It a valueless question is asked the scoring system described earlier 

in this thesis in the section on schemata norms gives no score to that re

aponae. A valueless question cem occur in two ways. In the first case 

irrelevant questions are placed in the problem and it these are chosen by 

the subject no score 1s given since they in no way contribute to the solu

tion of the problem and indeed indicate a lack of understanding on the part 
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of the subject as to the exact nature of the prahl_. '!'he other way that 

a question can reoe! ve a score of sero is vo be ased out ot the sequence 

ot the schemata. These responees ot either type are oalled sere responses 

in this thesis since the,. are seat'ed as zero with the method ot scoring 

used here. A number at these responses occurring in the same problem con

stitutes what has been cal.led a plateaux (28). A plateaux may v.-:rry in 

length hom one ~estion to the total number ot questions that a subject 

asks. A plateaux can be said to indicate the number or questions that 

were used which were ot no value in solving the problem or were not pr0-

perly in the sequence demanded by the logioal structure of the problem. 

The length at a plateau is t he same as the number of questions asked that 

were of no value. Table VI shows the mean length ot plateaux tor the upper 

and the lower groups on pMblalls 35A, 3;B, );0, )5D, and 4lA. The other 

.tour problems mentione<i elsewhere in this thesis were not analysed in terma 

ot schemata norms because these norms had not been developed when this 

thesis was written. The outUne stated that one problem ot eaoh type would 

be analyIed in this manner and this has been done. 

Table VI 

Mean Length ot Plateaux for the 

Upper and the Lower C"l"OUPS 

)SA )!~B );C 35D 4U 

Upper 1.66 2.40 1.40 1.80 1.98 

Lower 3.0; 2.41 2.80 4.10 2.74 

t V~1ues 2.46 .001 2.71 4.98 5' .2tl 

Sig. .01 0.1 .00; .000; .0005 
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It oan be seen from Table VI that the difference is significant in 

favor of the upper group on every proble),:1 but problem 35B. This difference 

see.'l1S to increase both as a fUnotion of the difficulty of the problern al1.d 

ot hoy late in the study it 'Was presented to the students, since the Ol'der 

in the Table is the same order in whioh the subjeots received t..~ese parti

cular problams. 

Since the number of zero responses is not only a :f\.motion of ·the 

t~ of question asked and the order in Wich it is asked, but also of the 

total number of questions asked, the present author i'eels that a laore sensi

tive measure would be the proportion of the total :number of responses for 

each group tha.t l-/ere scored as zero responses. These data are s'U!!l!llsrizad 

in Table VII. The difference between the two groups is made even greater 

by this type of analysis. This 1JJ1J:Y be aocounted for by the fact tha.t 

soma students in the lV'l;lGr group asked only two or three questions anti then 

gave up and attempted t,o guess at the aIlSWar to the problem 'Without the 

necessary inforJ:nation. This oocurred roore often the more difficult the 

problem yas on iJhich they vere working. This ~ras quite often the reason 

yhy the love~~ grcrup t s tleall llUlilber ot questions yas as low as it was on 

mat'ly" of t.he difficult problems. It seems that the lover group was not 

motivated to seek alIt the proper solution ot the problem af'ter havinG 

received only partial information. 



Table VII 

Proportion of Total. Responses That Were leored As Zero '* 
Upper .31 .1al .2, .34 .36 

Lower .,Sk .h4 .,3 .73 .S7 

Ohi Square V81 ue 24.46 1.97 2S.91 62.78 12.18 

Mg:n1tioanoe .001 .2 .001 .001 .001 

.chi-square 1188 deri Yed from the number of nro responaes and the number 

ot vahe responses in a tour told contingency table. 

D Convex Sets 

The data in this aecticn actually ;!."ep1'6sent a special application 

of the ~& D01'!U that were discussed Garl1!t:r.". It a graph is dram 

01\ which the obse1'"'V8d (0) values are repreaented on the abciaa and the 

observed minus the expected (0...,;) values are drawn on the ordinate, a 

figure is generated which has been oalled a oonvex set in earlier publi ... 

catione (e.g. 28). Each aubject 1s represented by a single point on the 

graph. Those scores in the upper right hand area at the figure represent 

those subjeets whose approach was in closest agreement v.lth the 8chemata 

norms. Those points which represent the furthest d.eparture trOll the 

schemata norms will be tound in the lower lett hand area of the graph. 

It is impossible because of the inherent proporties of the acoriDg method 

that .my poil\ts &IJlDPear in the upper lett hand comer a1nce this lIOuld 

_e the corrected value higher than the uncorrected value. Points which 

&1"8 to the right ot the poaph but which are lower than the extreme re

present subjects vho asked questions in the proper order but then contin

ued to ask questions whioh were, of course, then beyond the l1Id.ts ot the 
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of the schemata norms and were thna soored as zero. It seems l')g:J.oal that 

a subject who has enough inaight into the structure of the problem to ask 

the questions in the proper order would also have sufficient insight to 

know when he had enough information to solve the problem. Since there are 

tactics of this type at all it seems that research on the personalities in

Tolved would be interesting and rewarding. Perhaps this type of perform

ance 1s related to some trait such as compulsivity. Any point between the 

upper right and the lower lett can be said to be in agreement with or a 

departure from the schemata norms ina5Dluch as it is close to either extreme. 

In Figures .3 through 6, the upper group is :represented by dots while the 

low ar group is represented by crosses. The extremes for both groups are 

conneoted in each of the graphs. The solid line indicates the extremes 

tor the upper group while the broken line indicates the extremes for the 

lower group. The space enclosed by these lines indicates the types of 

tactics that were shared by the two groups where the area ia common to both 

groups. The area which i 8 not shared on t he graphs is an indication of the 

processes that were unique for one group and did not appear :in t he other 

group. The graphs tor problem 3,B ani 35D show the greatest amount of dif

terence between the tliO groups. The tactics represented by the &rea that 

is oanmon to the tw graphs ~: hich indioates tactics COOllllCll to the two groups 

18 of extreme interest. On all of the other tests and methods of scoring 

represented in this thesis there is evidenoe to support the tact that these 

are two extremely different groups. Yet in this mode of interpretation 

there i8 a considerable amount or overlap between the two groups. It would 

be interesting to see if' the correlation with grades were higher tor the 
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number indicated on this graph by a point or tor the score on the Dit

.f'erential Aptitude Test. 
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Since this method of :representing the group's performance seems to 

indicate that there is mnch overlap between the two groups I it 'WOuld seem 

that a study which would isolate the value of this method of scoring as a 

predictor of scholastic performance would perhaps yield valuable results. 

Not only have we represented the quality of the subject 1 s performance on 

these grtphs but we have indicatedh1a departure from ohaMe. It wuld 

seem t hat additional research is warranted on this topic. 'rhere is some 

indication trom. earlier research on traininr :l1~ problem solvinrt (28) that 

this ability to solve problems with a process that is in agreement with the 

schemata norms, or more clearly, in line with the logical structure of the 

problem is related to grades in certain subjects. Perhars further research 

would clarity this relationship and indicate the possibility of using this 

method of studying problem solving as a test for prediction or selection 

of students fnr honors or accelerated classes where creativity and the 

ability to ~hink rather than to do rote memorization and reproduce is the 

important criterion. 



Prom a group of 532 Chicago area. high school juniors a group that 

scored high on the Di±"f'erentiaJ. Aptitu .. da Test and a group that scored low 

on the sans test vere selected. These groups vere given nine prchl.ems of 

the type developed by Rinoldi and associates at the Loyola ps~rchametric 

Laboratory. A number of scoring methods were applied to the proble.":lS to 

determine the differEl"llcea that existed between the tvo gro .... .1.ps in rolation 

to this type of test. The interesting thing about anal.yzing problSln solving 

in this ro.a.nner is I10t only does it allOY the conventional analysis of the 

right and wrong el'lSwers rut a1100s the 0Xpel":bner.ter to study the processes 

or tao·t.ics used by the subj ect to reach that e:t'ld-produet. 

The upper grou,p got more of the proble.ms right tllSl1 did the 1crwer 

group. 'l'he score for the lrill?lber of problerrt..s :r1g)1t for euch subject vas 

h:i.gh.er for t,h,e upper group than the corresponding score for the 10irier [7'Oup. 

'I"ne differences betvean the mean values for these scores vas fO'lX.1cl. to bo 

Significant in both cases. The lllerul llU.'1loor or zero, i.e., worthless, items 

aaked by the upper group &"ld the proportion of the total number of questi.ons 

asked that t.1f!r0 zero, vas less for the upper gTOUp than for the lower group 

on ea.ch of t.he problems analyzed in this w8J'. The fJGen number of questions 

asked for each problem. vas less for the upper group than for the lwer grouI' 

on saven of the nine problems, 'WhUe the relationship vas reversed 011 the 

othel" two problems. 

It vas shown that by plotting a point on a graph that was representa

tive of the quality of 'the process an individual had used to solve the 

problem". interesting differences between the two groups could be 

34 
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observed. It was stated 'that this type of analysis suggested that further 

:research along these lines 'would prove r~d.ing. It vas also suggested 

thnt a study be made attenpting to find the relationship bet'-lOen th1s type 

of test and grllde.s in ocho01, vd.th tho hope U~"1.t thiu typo of test could 

prove useful as a selection (."1evice ru:ld for the discovery of creativity o.nO, 

talent. 

It can be sean from the foregoing analysis that there are great 

differonces in the ability to arrivo at the correot solution of a camplex 

problem between III group that is high on the Difl"erential Aptitude fj;eet and 

a c:roup t.hllt is low on the smllO test. This difierenco becomes very slight, 

however, 'When the proeesaes utilized to e:rrive at this solution are 

a.na..1yzed. Those processeo are called tactics in this theS!l.s.. lra!n the 

matorisl ill this thesis it COll be seen that the info.rIiJation obtained from 

the probl.e.t't solving approach d~lopod by Rimoldi and a8l)ociates not only 

gives us '!:,he inf'o:nn.a.tion avlrllable ±'ran conventional 'Wsting methods but 

g1 ves us add! tiont.ll information about the tactics the tastee used to 

at".t'1ve at his ensuer. 
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Problem 35 A 

Instruotions and Corresponding Questions and Answers 

A college choral group is composed of .freshmen, soph
omores and juniors. The chorus has three voices or parts which are 
high, medium, and low. The questions and answers below give vital in
formation ooncel'Ilirw t he group. From. these taots you are to find the 
number ot juniors singing the middle or medium. part. 

Questions Anners 

1. How many Juniors are in this oollege? 1. 1567 
2. How many Freshmen are in the ohorus? 2. 23 
). How m.a.ny Sophomores are :in the middle voice ? 3. 10 
4. How many chorus members are there? 4. 76 
5. Bow DJa'lY' girls are in the chorus? 5. 16 
6. How many sophomores are in the chorus? 6. 28 
7. Row many juniors sing the high voice? 7. 7 
8. Haw many freshmen are in this oollege? 8. 1848 
9. How many freshmen sing the high voioe? 9. 8 

10. ROY many low voice members are there? 10. 28 
ll. How many sophomores sing the high part? 11. 9 
12. How many pianos does the ohorus have? 12. 3 
13. How many freshmen sing the low voice? 13. 9 
14. How many chorus members sing the high voice? 14. 2h 
35. How many juniors are in the low voioe section? 15. 10 
16. How m~ freshmen sing the middle voice? 16. 6 
17. How ~ sophomores sing the low part? 17. 9 

Solutionl 8 juniors 



Problem 3~ B 

Instructions and Corresponding Questions and Answers 

T objects are composed of M. N. and P types. Each of these latter 
three types mayor ma::! not also be Q I s, tt's and S's. From the q'lle~ions 
and answers you can discaver the various relationships of these objects. 
Make use of this available information to determine how many T objects 
are Nls and also SIS. 

Questions Answers 

1. Row many S's are Ats? 1. 3~ 
2. How many Q '5 are there anong the T'S? 2. 19 
3. How many ell 8 are there among the T' s? 3. 43 
4. Row mar.w R' s are a180 Nt 81 4. 8 
~. Hh.at is the total number of T objects? 5. 63 
6. HC\w many pt 8 are there among the T t s? 6. 23. 
7. How many R' s are there an eng the T t s? 7. 21~ 
8. How many Q 1 S are also HI s? 8. ~ 
9. How many Rts are a180 Mfs? 9. 10 

10. How many S's are al80 MIs? 10. 2 
ll. Haw many Q's are A's? U. 400 
12. How many R's are also pt 8? 12. 6 
13. How many Q' s are also IJ t 81 13. 3 
14. How many Sf 8 are also pt 81 14. 4 1,. How many Ht 8 are anong the T' s1 15. 17 
16. How many Q's are also pts? 16. II 
17. How many His among the A' 8? 17. 2 

Solution: 14 T objects are N I S and also S t S 



Problem 3, c 

Instructions and Corresponding Questions and Answers 

A class of objects is distinguished by calling some Bt s and 
some other not-B's depending on the possession or non-possessicn of 
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a certain property. The not .. B t s are further distinguished into n:lt -1 :·s , 
not Y' s, and not-Z' oJ. Each of these latter may also be a not-D.-
not .. E, or not-'. From the aocompanying questions and answers you can 
discover the relationships that exist between these objects. Make use 
of the information available to determine how many not-B objects are 
not-Y's and also not-FIst 

Questions 

1. How many not-D's ans not-A's? 
2. How many not-F's are also not-X's? 
.3. How many not.E's are there among the not-B'a? 
4. Row many not-CPs are there among the not-B's? 
5. What is the total number of not-B'a? 
6. How many not-E f s are also not-Y I a? 
7" Row many not-D's are there among the not-B's? 
8. How many not-F' s are not A's? 
9. How many not-E's are also not-Z's? 

10. How many not-D's are also not-y's? 
~t. How many not-F'. are also not Z' 8? 
12. Row many not-X's are there among the not-B's? 
1.3. Row many not-D's are also not-Z's? 
llh Row many not-H's are there aIOOng the not-! 's? 
15. Row many not-E's are also not-Xta? 
16. How many not-Zts ar-a there among the not-B's? 
17. How many not-D'a are also not-I's? 

Answers 

1. 150 
2. 7 
). 15 

~: ~ 
6. 6 
7. 6 
8. 100 
9. , 

10. 2 
11. 9 
12. 12 
13. .'3 

14. 2 log oos ~ 
15. 4 
16. 17 
17. 1 

Solution: 8 not-B objects a.re not-Y' a and also not-F' a. 



Problem 35 D 

Instructions md Corresponding Questions and An.swers 

A group of L objects taken from a larger group of M objects 1s 
composed ot objects of the ldnd A, B, and C. If an objeot 1s an A, it 
can not be a B or C. It an object is a B, it can not be an A and/or C. 
If an object is a C, it can not be a Band/or A. That is, A, B, and .c 
are mutually exclusive. The same L objects also have properties D, E, 
and F which are mutually exclusive. 

From the questions below you are to .find how many ot the B I S 
are also F's. 

Oue st ions AnS'W'3rs 

1. How many F I S are in J? 1. V 
2. How many Lts are D's? 2. M+}J:-O=X 
3. 'What is the number of L' 81 3. HfH...o+R~+P*S,*,"X-

X+Y+Z=U+H+j)=L 
4. How many E's are B's? 4. Q S. How many LiS are K's? 5. W 
6. HOll many D' II are in M? 6. X - M" 0 
7. How many L'8 are Eta? 7. R + Q + p-y 
8. How ma.ny F I S are At 81 8. S 
9. Hov many Ets are A's? 9. R 

10. How many D's are A's? 10. M 
U. How:many Lts are C's? 11. O+P+V"I 
12. Hoy many F's are C's? 12. V 
13. How many Lts are A's? 13. M'" R-I- S "" G 14. How many Dt s are 0 t s1 14. 0 
15. How many U's are M's? 15. V - J 
16. How many D's are B's? 16. K 
11. H~ many Ets are O's? 17. P 

Solution: T of the B I S are also F I a 



Problem 39 A 

Instructions and Corresponding Questions and Answers 

A man wished to buy an automobile. After investigating all of the 
makes available, he found three types of automobile, A, B, and C J that were 
sui ted to his needs. In choosing among these three he decided to buy the 
one that would cost the least. l'fuich type of automobile did he buy I A, B, 
or C? 

Questions 

1. 'What was the total cost of car A? 
2. What was the total cost of car B? 
3. What was the total cost of car 01 
4. Wl'>.at is the value of a pound in 

United States currency? 
5. What is the value of a pound in 

French currency? 
6. What i.s the value of a pound in 

Sparish currency? 
7. Vlhat is the value of a franc :In 

United States currency? 
8. What is the value of a franc in 

English currency? 
9. What is the value of a franc in 

Spar.ish currency? 
10. What is the value of a dollar in 

English currency? 
U. What is the value of a dollar in 

Frer.ch currency? 
12. vJha,t is i hH val us of a dollar in 

Spzr.,iSli currency? 
13. What is the vat ue of a peso in 

United states currenoy? 
14. What is the value of a peso in 

English currency? 
15. What is the value of a peso in 

Freneh currency? 

Solution: Car B 

1. 
2. 
3. 

1:-

5. 

6. 

1. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

, 1. 

14. 

15. 

Answers 

2000 pounds 
8000 fl:oanC8 
~,; 0(tO pescs 

$2.50 

10 f:rtsne::: 

250 pesos 

t .2!) 

.1 pound 

25 pesos 

.!t pound 

4 !ranes 

100 pesos 

$ .01 

.004 pound 

.04 franc 
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Problem 39 B 

Instructions and Corresponding Questions and Answers 

There are three objects, X, Y, and Z. Each object has a value that 
can be stated in terms of a, b, c, or d. From the following questions 
select those that you consider necessary to determine which of the three ob
jects has the smallest value. 

Questions Answers 

1. What is the value of X? 1. 100a 
2. What is the value of Y1 2. l.OOb 
3. What is the value of Z? ). 12,500d 
4. What is the value of Itap stated in 

terms of "c"? 4. 2.5c 
5. What is the value of "an stated in 

te:nus of Itb"? 5. lOb 
6. What is the value of It a" stated in 

terms of ltd"? 6. 250d 
1. What is the value or "bit stated in 

terms of "c"? 7 •• 25c 

•• What is the value of "b" stated in 
tems of "a"? 8 •• 1& 

9. What is the value of "bit stated in 
terms of "d"? 9. 25d 

10. vlhat is the value of "c lf stated in 
terms of "a"? 10 •• 4& 

11. What is the value of "0" stated in 
tams of "b II? 1l.4b 

12. What is the value of Ito" stated in 
Tems of "d"? 12. lOOd 

13. What is the value of "d" stated in 
terms of "e"? 13 .. 010 

14. What is the value of ltd" stated in 
terms of tla"? 14 •• ooha 

15. What is the value of tid" stat/ed in 
terms of "bit? 15 •• o4b 

Solution: Y 
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Problem 41 A 

Instl"Uctions and Oorresponding Questions and Answers 

As a textile faotory in a small town the telephone system connecting 
the various factory oft1ces is rather primitive. However, communications 
between offices is greatly aided by the network since the offices are con
siderably separated. 

Baaically, the factory has a north wing comprising offices A, B, and 
C, and a south wing in which are offices D, E, F, H, and G. At the time the 
phones were installed only seven were available and consequently office G is 
w:1thout one. Because of the way in which the phones have been wired. certain 
l1ndtat1ons have been placed on their use. The limitations are thG'H 

1) Thera is not a single phone from which all the other offices 
with phones may be called. 

2) The fact that one office can call another does not necessarily 
mean that the last o.t'fioe can call the first. 

~th this present confusion in the telephone network a worlrer in office 
B would like to contact someone in office H. What is the most efficient way 
in which this can be accomplished? 

Questions 

1. Is there a Une from any oftice in 
the North wing to H? 

2. Which office can issue outgoing calls to the 
greatest number of other o·ffices? 

3. What offices can office C call? 
h.. Oan office .A. call office II? 
S From which of.t'ices in the south wing can 

oftice H receive calls? 

6. What offices in the nort;h wing can call 
offices in the south wing? 

1· • Can f1'Iery office in the north wing call every 
office in the south wing? 

8. Can office B call Office A? 
9. l\b.at offices in the north wing can call office C? 

10. Can office 0 call office B? 
n. ~1hat offices can office H can? 
12. Can every office in the south wing call 

every office in the north wing? 1'. What offices can office E call? 

Can office B call Office H? 
Can any office in the south w.L.· call any office in 
the north wing? 

Solution: BCD H 

Answers 

1. Ho 

2. Office E 
3. Offices D!cE 
4. '10 

5. N 

v.I 

1. No 
B. Yes 
9. Only Office B 

10. No 
ll. None 

12. '10 
13. Offices A, B, 

14. 
C, D, and F 
No 

15. Yes, only 
O£fiee E 
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Problem 43 A 

Instructions and Correspondine Questions and Answers 

A man owns some race horses. f)ne ot his horses won a race yesterday. 
Your problem is to determine which of L:.:3 horses won the race. 

Questions 

1. How many race horses does the man own? 

2. Does be ever run all of the 'horses on the 
same da3? 

3. Does he ever run three horses on the 
same day? 

4. Does he ever run two horses on the 
same day? 

5. Are there any days when he only runs 
one horse? 

6. Does Mtagic Realm ever race alone? 
7. DoeE Prince Jet ever race alone? 
8. Does Secessionist ever race alone? 
9. Does Lethal ever run with Prince Jet? 

10. How many ot his horses ran yesterday? 
U. Does Magic Realm ever run nth Prince Jet? 

Answers 

1. He owns four horses, 
Magic Realm, Prince Jet 
Secessicm1st" and Lethal. 

2. No 

3. No 

4. Sometimes 

5. Yes, on some days 
6 •• 0 

7.10 
8. No 
9. No 

10. One 
n. Yes whenever Magic Realm 

races, Prince Jet also racel. 
12. Does Magic Realm. ever run with 

Secessionist? 12. No 
13.Does }1agic Realm ever run with Lethal? 13. No 

14. Does Prince Jet ever run nth Secessionist 14. Yes, sometimes 
1,. Does Prince Jet ever run with Lethal? 15. No. 
16. Does Secessionist ever run with Lethal? 16. No 
17. Does Prince Jet ever run with Magic Realm? 17. Yes, sGUettmes 
18. Does Secessionist ever run with Magic Realm?18. No 
19. Does Secessionist ever run \r..t th Prince Jet? 19. Yes" whenever Secession

ist runs, PrirJ3 e Jet also 
runs 

3.'). DCles Lethal ever run Secessionist? 20 No 

Solution: Lethal 
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Problem 43 B 

Instructions and COft"esponding Questions and Answers 

A man selected one object frOlll, number of objects. Before he oould 
select that object it had t(l be ill srlayed before him. Each object could be 
d5.splayax nth any other object or objects. Although there were some dis
plays that never oocurred. Your task is to discover which object the man 
selected. 

Questions 

1. How many objects are there? 
2. Do all of the objects ever occur in the 

same display? 
3. Dc three objects ever occur in the same 

d.1.3play? 
4_ Do two objects ever occur in the same 

display? 
5. Is one object ever displayed alone? 
6. Does A eVer 08cur alone? 
7. DOGS B eve>'1' (lCC11!' alone';) 
8. Dn8S C ever 0reur alone'? 
9. Docs D ever ('C~l:r w.itn IJ 

10. How many objeot:3 were displayed? 
11. Doea A ever occur with 17 

12. Does A ever ('tOQUl" with C., 
13. Does A ever occur with D? 
14. Does B ever occur with O? 
1,. Does B ever occur with D? 
16. Does 0 ever occur with D? 
17. Does B ever occur With A? 
18. Does C ever occur with A1 
19. Does 0 ever occur with P,f 

20. Does D ever occur with O? 

Solution: D 

Answers 

1. Four: A,B,C, and D 

2. No 

.3. No. 

4. Yes, sometimes 
5. Yes, sometimes 
6. No 
7. 10 
8. Ho 
9. Ho 

10. One 
11. Yes, A always oceurs 

with B 
12. No 
13. 10 
lJi. Yes, sometimes 
15. No 
16. 10 
17. Yes, sometimes 
18. No 
19. Yes C always ocours 

with B 
20. No 
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'fable I * 
Values Corresponc1ing to Each Group According to the Scoring j·1ethod 

Based on the Dchemata for Problem No. ~ A . 

Questions 

Order 2 3 '..f. 
6 7 10 14 16 

1. 0~88 
2. 0147 0147 0147 0147 
3. 0147 0147 0147 0147 
4. 0147 0147 0147 0147 s. 0147 0147 0147 0141 

* All questions which do not appear in this Table receive a score of zero. 

Order 
1. 
2. 
). 
4. s. 

Table It .::-

Valess Cor.resp!)nciiYlg to Each Group According to the Scoring lJ\c-:::.i1od 
Based on the Sohemata for Problem No.3, B 

Questions 
2 4 > 6 7 10 13 14 1, 

0,88 
01It? 0141 0147 0147 
0147 0147 0147 0147 

0147 0147 0147 0147 
0147 0147 0147 0147 

* All questions which do not appear in this table receive a score of em 

Order 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. s . 

Table III * 
Values Corresponding to Each Group According to the Scoring 1'1ethnd 

Based on the Schemata. tor Problem No.3, C 

Questions 
2 .3 5 6 7 10 U 12 16 

0588 
0147 0147 0147 0147 
0147 0147 0147 olh7 

0147 0147 0147 0147 
0147 0147 0147 0147 

.. .All questions which do not appear in this Table receive a score of zero. 



Order 
1-
2. 
3. 
4", ,. 

'.fable IV * 
Values Corresponding to Eac-..h Group According to the Seoring Methcd 

Based on the Sehemat.a for Problem No. 35 D 

Questions 

2 :3 7 8 11 12 13 16 
0.588 

0141 0141 0147 0141 
0141 0141 0141 0141 

0147 0147 olk7 0147 
0141 0147 0147 0141 

* .. All questions which do not appear in this Table receive a score of zero. 
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